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Part
Those of y ou who attended this conference last year, may remember
Anatol Holt's lectur e 'Formal Methods in System Analysis'.

My

intention then, had been, this year, to supplement his lecture by
three hour s of concentrated blackboard mathematics, because I felt
that nothing needed adding to Hol t' s lecture in terms of words and
figures.

But I now think that I ought to keep the mathematics to a

minimum, both in order to give a general idea of the content of the
theory , and to raise the entertainment value from negative to zero.
Net theory i s a collection of new theoretical, mathematical and
conceptional devices designed for the defining and solving of organisational problems.

By that, I mean problems both inside and out-

si de the computer; problems of specifying and implementing

th~

co-operation of a large. number of system components concurrently
engaged in partially independent operations and activities.

I should

warn you that all my examples are exceedi ngly, perhaps excessively,
s imple.

But my aim is to convey the basic ideas and some of the

background and not to explain a full-fledged application example.
Net theory is not, of course, the work of one single person , and
in connection with the material I am going to pre sent I would like,
in particular , to acknowledge the work of Anatol Holt, Fred Commoner,
and my colleagues Hartmann Genrich and Kurt Lautenbach.

To begin

with , I think I should explain the purpose of net theory because it
does not seem to be all that clearly understood.
general impression is that its

Possibly, the

purpose is mainly desc ri ptive.

This, however, is not the case, but rather to supply us with
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descriptive, deductive and conceptual devices:
descriptive devices for demonstrating the structure of systems
and of processes supported by a system, in terms of axiomatically
introduced concepts;
- deductive devices for solving application problems such as:
synchronisation problems, concurrency problems, problems

involving mutual exclusion, confl;ct, arbitration, seguentialization, safety, problems of deadlock-avoidance and of endlessloop avoidance, problems in asynchronous switching logic, and
last but not least, problems arising in an area, not generally
known of as yet, called formal pragmatics, in which we are
concerned with questions of the form 'What, precisely, do we
do?', as opposed to formal semantics in which we are concerned
with questions of the form 'What, precisely, does it mean? ' ;
conceptual devices producing precise concepts on many l evels
or for promoting the communication between the computer expert
and other people; I see this as being a main point of General
Net theory.

We can communicate between ourselves very well,

but it is difficult to explain computers to 'innocent' people.
As a conceptual device, net theory should promote this communication and provide means for introducing new concepts, in a
preci se, but nevertheless , easily visualiseable way, hence
the importance of graph-theoretical methods, and of the idea of
the 'token game ' played by many independent actors.
Net theory is not primarily a mathematical device, rather it is
accompanied by a simple graphical means of expression consisting,
at the basic level , of four symbol s only.

Figure 1
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In this example (of a net), the symbo l s used are only squares,

circles, arrows and little dots.

For the time being you might think

of it as describing a computer with two input files and two output
fi l es; the input files are present and connected to the co mputer
while the output fi l es do not yet exist .

Figure 2a

To sta rt at a very low level, we might compare the graphica l
way of expressing n ets to more usual graphica l tools; consider , for
exampl e, t he s impl e state-transition diagram of Figures 2a and 2b
describing a system of four states and the r espect iv e transitions.
Instead of denoting t h e transitions by arrows, we introdu ce special
symbols in order to bestow individual existence on them and to be
able to append more than just two arrows to them, possibly leading
to or from other states .

We use a dot to denote the holding of a

particular condition at a specific point of time:
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Thu s, in this notation, we have the following four types of symbols:

s:~

state elements ( a l so cal l ed places if they can contain

more than just one token);
S contains symbo l s denoting 'supply s tocks', and items in these
supply stocks are repres ent ed by tokens or markers (dots) on the
state elements .
T:

~

, transition elements, representing for example,
processes; elementary events, of which processes
are built; alterations in the holdings of oonditions;
transportation s; transformations and so on.

F:

~,

flow relation, no longer denoting a transition
itself but only the relation between a state and a
transition; f might be read 'from . •• to ... '

•

, tokens, countabl e items, resources of any kind .
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Thus, a net is defined to be a triple (S,T,F) where
S

n

T =

P ( state

elements and transition elements

are dis joint sets ),
S U T

=

field (F) ( there are neither unconnected

state elements nor transition elements)
F ~

P (nets

F

S X T U T X S (the flow ' relation holds only

C

cannot be empty)

between state el ements and transi tiou. elements or vice-versa.
A marked net is a net with a distribution of tokens over the places.
These concepts were introduced on the principle that we should
take over primitive ideas from areas such as the production of goods,
where we can observe and physically handle a distribution of items,
rather than from abstract notions of computation, or of processes
suppo sed to be occurring in people's minds, and in computers as a
delegated type of mental activity.
Figure 3 shows several production activities, denot ed by boxes,
and several places in which resources Can

reside ~

We could imagine

ourselves as being the worker in box A using one of the screws
accessible to him (ac cessibility is denoted by arrows), one nut and
one sheet of each type, and, with the help of the screwdriver (which
he returns after use), producing one object of the type shown in
place Z.

No use is made of any of what are generally held to be

'primitive' concepts in computing s uch as assignment of values.

In this figure "e can a lr eady observe the main phenomena wi th
which Special Net Theory is concerned, for example, conflict and
contact.
game.

All such activities can be described in terms of a simple

I shall restrict myself to condition - event - nets, where

the places can contain at most one token: the holding of the condition
being denoted by the presence of a token.

Everything "hich can be

composed out of squares 9 circles and arrows in the manner of Figure 4,

might be thought of as a game board.

Each square and circle may

accommodate respectively one player and one token.

The players act

independently except in so far as they are affected by the presence
of tokens on the circles.
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The rule for this game should be kept very simple.

It is

expressed by an axiom and I am going to explain it in every-day terms:
a player such as x residing in the box in Figure 5 obeys the fo llowing
rule:

'if all of your inputs are full and all of your outputs are

empty , then you may empty your inputs and fill your outputs, to
score 1 I

.

o
Before

.!

After

Figure 5
Note that the player only may make a move:

In formal pragmatics we

introduce the idea of the interest a player has in so doing.
In the sp ecial case in which there are no input place s the player
is all owed to make a move whenever the output places are empty, and
consistently for the Case in which there are no output places, he is
allowed to make a move whenever the input places are marked.
Th e rule is extended to nets in which place s are allowed to
contain more than a single token, in the following way: whenever
po ssible, remove one token from each input place, and add one token
to each output place , if the capacity for the output places is not
exceeded (every place i s assumed to have a capacity which may be
finite or infinite) .
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I would like to show two simple application examples.

The

first one appeared in 'Jurimentrics Journal' where the idea of such
a game is used to define in a precise way something which could not
be expressed in the ordi nary language of the lawyers .

In the example,

it was not clear whether three particular activities had to be
thought of as concurrent or as mutually exclusive.

In the pape"

it is shown by means of a gameboard, that the intention of whoever
wrote the particular piece of law was to mutually exclude the three
possibili ties .
As an example from computer science, consider Figure 6; the
part of the net shown in bold is supposed to be a gate.

It appeared

on the cover of a volume of CACM (vol. 16, No. 8, August 1973 ) .
The transition labelled ACT is supposed to be capable of firing only
whenever there is a token on the place labelled GATE; this token
can be brought into place by firing 'ON' and

,.

taken '~ay

by firing

'OFF' . · When considered as a condition-event-net, however, the
dotted additions show t hat this is not the correct basic specification of a gate' according to the rule, ACT would never be able to
fire, since either one of its input places is unmarked or one of its
output places is marked.

This is thus rather a high-level description

and we are still left with the task of decomposing it into basic
specifications G
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Most present appl i cations are in Special Net Theory as opposed
to General Net Th eory because the former has been in existence for
a longer . time .

Spec ial Net Theory is precisely the theory o·f those

games which I defi n ed earli er with their associated rule.

General

Net Theory is the theory of transforming concepts and results of
Special Net Theory i nto concept s and results on higher ( and lower )
level s of system description, by means of certain kinds of net- mappings.
Some pres ent and i ntended applications of net theory go back to
the year 1959 when SPLIT and WAIT were proposed as Programming Langu age
primitives .

A little theory was d eveloped in this connection with

the intention of s howing that SPLIT and WAIT ( being output and input
of what I call tran si tion ) are the only language constructs which
are theoretic ally n ee ded .

A lat e outcome of this pi ece of theory was
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used for t he ILLIAC IV Fortran Compiler, which used earlier result s
about liven ess and safeness of nets.
By 19 65 there was a fu l l linear algebraic theory of Concurrent
Proce sses ( equivalent to Vector Addition Sys tems) and the period
1962-74 Saw the d eve lopm ent of results in swit ching logic ( esp ecially
a synchronou s ) alld of some applic ations in compute r architecture.
In 1974 Suhas Patil (MI 'r ) constructed a direct implementation of
transition net s in terms of TTL; this is suppo sed to b e useful for
p rocess control .

There are a l s o a large number of paper s dealing

with Op erat i on Systems problem s (de adlocks, safety, looping, interrupts
and so on) and with control probl ems applied in process control this
year .

Sinc e 1971 there have been applications in interdi sciplinary
communication in such ar eas as Physics , Lo gic, Ch emistry and

Juri sprudence .

For exampl e, the US Department of Justice has used

Net Theory to define the precise meaning of pieces of legi sl ation .
Sinc e 1972 a theory of communication and organi s ation is in the s tate
of be i ng develop ed .

Resul ts h ave b een applied in the Mathematical

Foundation of Compute r Science, in Norms and Standards (fo r example,
the languag e of Net Theory is use d by a Standards Committee in We st
Germany for defining the ba sic concepts of Op erating Syst em s ) , in
education (m ainly in teaching logic and Operating System s ); activities
in my own institu te have led to a f ormalisation of pragmatics, and,
s ince 1974, t o t h e origination of a theory of communication disciplines,
which I shall di scuss later.
What have all these things to do with computer science?

I have

alr eady mentioned one purpose of net theory, that of making it
po ssi ble to introduce concep t s in a precise way.

Some of the concept-

u al levels in the field of computing are demonstrat ed

in Figure 7 .

Thu s we have , to speak informally , hi gh level concepts such as data
bas e s, c omputer architecture , operating systems, files , tasks and so
on .

All these concepts are s uppo sed to be firmly based and well-

founded on th e i dea of alg orithm; alg o r ithms, in turn , are suppo se d
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to be based on what one mi.ght call a 'cartesian product' of logic
and time , which i s an ab straction of AND-gates , delays , locks and
so on which are them se lve s suppo sed to be correctly implemented by
transi s tors , diode s , inverter-·amplifiers and whatever else we have.
Interests
(o f i.ndi v id'lal s, groups)

Restrictions
(physic al , legal, economic ••• )

Offi ces , Ag encie s

Channels
Roles

Activities

(as in organisation , administration)
Data bases,

Computer Architecture

...
Ope rating Systems
Fil es, Taslts

.. .
(Algori thms: ) _._,
if do, : :::; , identifier
( logic x time : ) AND-gates , delays, locks •• •
tran s i s to rs, dio de s, inv.-amplifi ers . •.

3.

Information flow graphs : flux , influence (1 967 )

2.

Tr ansition n ets: repetition , alternative acti on ;
sync hrony, enlogy (196 2-74)

1.

Occurren ce nets: partial order in time ( 1968 )

O.

Concurrency structure ( 1976)

Conceptual Level s above , within, and
below computer science

Figure 7
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We also have conceptual levels outside the computer which are
certainly higher , such as the interests of groups or individuals,
restrictions of legal, economic and other kinds, for which we have
almost no formalism.

On the slightly lower level of administration

and organi sation we have things such as offices and channels ,
activities and roles; the topics

~Holt

talked about last year.

The

higher we look in this hi erarchy the more diffuse and less formal
and precise our descriptions tend to be.
General Net Th eory was conceived with the intention of achieving
higher precision and the possibility of formal deduction

in the

upper areas of Figure 7 to the extent that such precision is welcome .
In order to make progr ess i n the direction of more precision and
formal methods in the hi gher level s it turned out to be necessary to
question the foundations of the supposedly lowest levels, below which
nothing was thought to exist.

I think that on the basis of results

of General Net Th eory we can certainly distingulsh at least (I would
rather like to say, precisely) four levels below the level of 'logic
x tim e ', and that, as a consequenc e , this marriage of logic and time
is not possible because logic and time are sisters.

Both propositional

logic (o r boolean algebra or whatever form you give it) and a concept
of time (in so far as we have one) arise in stepping upwards from
level 0 to level 2 .

I shall go i nto more details about levels 0-3

later, but for the moment, a short outline will suffice.
The lowest level 0 is only of theoretical importance; its use is
in demonstrating that everything on the higher levels can be formally
constructed u sing nothiug other than the relation of concurrency.
At level 1 we have a partial ordering in time of ·condi tlon and event
occurrences , first described by A. Holt i n 1968.

Level 2 is the level

of transition nets, which I explained earlier in terms of a game;
here we do have repetition and alternative action, and we have two
structures which are of practical interest: namely the synchronic
structure and the so- called enlogic structure containing all factually
and logically valid statements about a transition net.

.
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And there

.,

.,

is ano t her intermediate level, l eve l 3, of information flow graph s;
in 1967 two phenomena, which might be called flux and influence were
detected.

In most practical problem s it i s unlikely that one would

need to carry an analysis through the whole range of level s, rather
one will be moving between two adjacent l evel s.

And this, I think ,

c an b ett er be demon strated on the lower rather than the higher
levels, for in the former we h ave full formality, while i n the latt er
we WGuld have the additional task of first achieving formality from
informa l descriptions .

An exampl e is shown in Figur e 8: on the l eft-

hand s ide we have a process de scri b ed by an occurrence net ; the
occurr ences might be thought of as activities performed by player s
who are n ever able to make more than one move.
i s unique.

Thus every oc currence

The states involved are omitted for clarity.

A net of

this type needs no marking ; t h e marking could be deduced in the
following way' everythi ng not connected by a directed s equence of
arrows is define d to be concurrent, and a maximal set of concurrent
items can be thought of as being marked.
called a certain

]im~,

Such a collection might be

for instance the time T shown, consisting of

the ending of condition a , t h e beginning of condition c and the
holding of condition b.
might be called

a~ ;

A time containing only holdings of conditions
for instance conta ining the holdings of

conditions a and 4, as shown i n Figure 8.

Th e labelling of the n et

indicates which occurrences are holdings of the same c ondition; this
labell ing implies a mapp ing (net morphism) yielding the n et on the
right"harrl side, where t h e case [a , d } is indicated by tokens.
By way of a transition to the more formal part of my l ectur e,
I would like to give you an out l i n e of General Net Theory.
four primitive concepts.
state elements S,
transition elements . T,
flow direction relation F and
c oexi s tenc e relation c o ex .
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We have

..

.,

(a, d}
d

=::::;>
mapping

"

c

a

,. = (ai,

•

cl, b}

d

Level 2:
A transition net .

e

Level 1, with intended mapping
indicated by labels:

A partial

ordering of Event Occurrences

Figure 8
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The latter becomes , at the lowest l evel, the concurrency r elation co.
We also have some defined concepts:
the set X: - S-JT of elements under con si d eration ,
<-

the partitioning connecting re l ation P: - (RJF) n ( SxT) indicating
'proximity' without reference to orientation ,
the input relation Z:=PnF and
<-

the output r elation Q:=PnF .
Then we need seve n axioms whi ch are sufficient to set up the
whole th eory except in the case of certain applications, wh ere it i s
convenient to add further assumpti on s in order to ac hi eve mor e power .
The fir s t four are axi om s of form al net s, without empiri cal content:

Q.

F c SxT U TxS

J..

F

~.

S n T = '/J
dom (F) U cod (F)

]..

I'/J
=X

.The actu al cont ent of the th e ory i s conveyed by the remaining
three axioms:

In c ont rast to ordinary ways of thinking, the relations

coex and co ar e assumed as being only refl exive and symmetrical, as
follows from

.1:

....

co = X x X - (FF* U FF*) on level 1.
("Level 1" i s short for 'Occurrence n et with partial orderi ng
of occurrences generated by F , and therefore without F-cycle s ' . )

Co exist ence i s not transitive; the temporal order of concurrent event s
i s known (from Physics ) to be d ependen t not on the events and their
objective relation to each other but on the observer ' s state a lone.
I f we assumed transitivity in our axiom scheme then the theory would
v e rge on the trivial .

Fo r the purpos es of computer science, this

intransi tivity mainly reflects the po ss ibl e independenc e of occurrences
which are not actions of t he same phys ical component in the computer
or the sys tem sur rounding it .
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For event stTuctures we have two additional axioms (events being
members of class T, the class of tTansition elements) .

2.

The Extensionality axiom

means, that the identity of an event is characterised only by those
changes it effects in the world and by nothing else; not for instance,
by side conditions on which the event may depend but the holding of
which is not altered by the occurrence .

For example , the tTUth value

of the boolean expression involved in the execution of an ' if
statement' is ordinarily not changed by the execution of the
'if - statement'.

Therefore the 'if - statement ' is a complex

stTUcture, and not a primitive one in terms of General Net Theory.
It must be decomposed in order to be operationally defined; we may
then distinguish several types of 'if - statements ' and tell precisely
by what they are distinguished.

The extenionality axiom means that

every event is a coincidence class of changes ; this implies that the
++intersection between F and F is empty (F n F = ~). Thus, in the
Production Scheme example, the process in which a screwdriver is
used but put back in its place is not an elementary event as defined
here; again, it must be decomposed in order to define it precisely.
Finally, we have:
~.

the axiom of 'Relative indeterminism' (I might just as

well have called it 'relative determinism'):

If a transition net

contains a conflict, then the system described by it possesses a
non-empty environment.

This axiom is not r e ally necessary for deve-

loping the formalism but for defining the scope of the formalism.

We

do not really want to develop a theory of games but a theory of
information flow, and in this connection I have the feeling that
computer science is, compared to physics, in a kind of pre-Newtonian
stage, since we do not know the natural laws of information flow .
To remedy this defect slightly, axiom 6 is proposed ; it says that
information flow is the same thing as conflict resolution.

Therefore

the reverse of conflict resolution is the same thing as the reverse
of information flow; this is qui te an abstract and seemingly nonsensical
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thing to say but it might encourage you to gi ve the matter a little
thought .

A precise definition of conflict will be given lat er .

This

axiom concentrate s the interest on conflict free net s, which are quite
easily de sc ribed .

Nets with conflict or with higher order phenomena

(confusion , s kew events ) are very difficult to deal with, without
this axiom .

Axiom 6 al s o means that wh eneve r we encounter a case of

conflict , a non-·determinate situation, in the description of a system
it is because the description of the environment is absent or not
suffici ently detailed .

Thus the existence of conflicts i s traceable

back to the cut between system and environment ; it is only in our
minds that we observe the conflict , becaus e

~

have arbitrarily made

the distinction between an ' inside' and an ' outsi.de': if we describe
the environment in more detail , then the conflict would disappear .
One mathem a tical description of General Net Theo ry i s in terms
of the category of nets .

Of co ur se nobody wanting to apply the

theory needs to know about category theory , but things become very
easy and concise indeed in terms of category theory .

The objects of

our category are all nets (tuple s (S,T,F), (S,T,Z,Q) of (X,P,F) ,
equivalently) .

Morphi sms are mapping s from net to net pre servi ng

the relations 'P U identity' and 'F U identity ' ; this mainly means
that mappings are continuou s in the sense of topology , and directionpreserving .

Mo r phisms preserve those purely formal relations but

transform the relation co (and whatever can be derived from this
relation) into more complex relations in hi ~her level s; these transformations are the objects of the formal study.
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Part 2
I now want to go on to talk about General Net Theory, restricting
myself, for reasons of time, to one l eve l only, that of conditionevent nets, the fundamentals of which I have already descri bed.
Th ere are fou r basic phenomena that I propose to discuss and which
I call concession, contact, conflict and confu s i on (Fi gure 9); the
theory of these phenomena is the content of Net The ory on the level
of transition nets.

The too l s of Net Theory I shall be talking

a bout are linear a l ge bra, appli ed to condition-event nets and to
place-transition nets; the formalism of net completion, which l eads
to the subj ect of system invariants; and continuous mapping s, which
allow us to move between the different conceptual l eve l s (Figure 7).
I won't go into details on this last point here, but I shall
indicate the differences between net t heory as a systems theory on
this low level and other systems theories.

Basically, the differ-

ence is that other systems theories do not set out to deal expli citly
wi th concurrency.

By concurrency I mean a binary relation in the set

of conditions and events of a net; two elements are concurrent when
they might be considered 'simul taneou s' according to some frame of
referen ce .

Thi s binary relation i s certainly reflexive and symmetric

but ' it is not transitive; to assume it to b e s o would be to idealise
in a way which is not acceptable when we wish to describe a system
with a high degree of precision .
On a hi gher level there is a differenc e between net theory and
other systems theories in the treatment of measurement dat a, bas ed
on a distinction between 'analogue ' and ' di gital' and between
'continuous' and 'discrete' model s; this di stinction is not made in

net theory (for example, a net of open intervals S and of points T
I

can be associated wi th the continuum R of r eal numbers).

On a lower

level there is the distinction that we do not deal wi t h si d e conditions
qf elementary events .

This is usually considered an inadequacy of

net theory because it seems to imply that we are incapable of talking
about the conditional execution ( = occurrence) of events.
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The fact

-,

is, however, that conditional execution is a higher level concept,
which may be pr ecise l y defined (in several ways with different
meaning s ) in terms of lower level concepts involving only pre- .and
post-conditions but not side -conditions .

To attempt to use side-

conditions in order to discuss conditional execution would be meaningless in terms of transition nets of level 2.
conditions is thus not an

inade~uacy

The absence of side-

of net theory but rather one of

its main point s .
Returning to the axioms; zero to three say what a net is; they
describe how the 'game board' must be constructed; they provide a
language in which we may talk about the relation co ( the concurrency
relation), which constitutes the content of the theory.

The

extensionality axiom (five ) restricts elementary processes - events to consist of changes of conditions and nothing else ; in this context
we cannot meaningfully talk about si de-conditions, i.e. conditions
which are pre- and po st-conditiQW of the same event.

Finally we

h ave the axiom of Relative Indeterminism, which says that conflict
resolution is the same thing as information flow.
We are now in a position to consider the four fundamental
phenomena in condition - event nets (Figure 9).
said to have concession (Fi gure 9 (a»

A transition is

when all its input places are

marked and none of its output place s are marked.

A transition may

fire in exactly this situation although it is not committed to do
so .

If we think for a moment of a player sitting in box 'A', it is

possible that some other player might be capabl e of removing the
token at p1 or p2.

In other words 'A ' may be able to lose concession

without actually having fired.
In the situation of contact (Figure 9 (b»

a transition has all

its input places marked but has al so some output place s marked .
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The fundamental situations in nets of conditions and events

a)

Concession
('fireability' )

•

•

b)

•

p4

•

•

Contact
• p2

c)

p3

•

p3

Conflict

,

(ii)

, J

d)

Confusion

(i)

(ii)

'symmetric'

,..

Figure 9
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, asymmetri c'

a ')

Reverse
Concession

p3

p1

b' )

•

Reverse
Contact

•

p4

•
c' )

Reverse
Conflict

p3
p3
(ii)

d I)

Reverse
Confu sion

(il

I

(ii)

symmetri c'

Figure 9 continued
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asymmetri c'
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It might appear at first sight that a transition in the situation
of contact ought to have concession; after all, each of its preconditions hold so why should not the transition be able to fire?
However, what would be the consequences of th e firing of 'A'
(Figure 9 (b)) ?

Either p3 would as a r esult contain two tok ens -

which woul d be absurd, since p3 represents a condition, and what
could its containing two tokens possibly mean? - or else the tokens
on p1 and p2 would disappear and no new token would b e placed on p3.
But this would mean (by the extensionality axiom) that an event
distinct from 'A' had taken p l ace, namely an ev ent B

f

A, connecting

p1 and p2 to p4 only:

So if B is not expli citly contained in the set of events , the change
effected by it cannot occur.
occurrence of 'A I

There is no such thing as a partial

.

We conc lude from the exten sion ality axiom that no t rans ition
in contact may fire, that i s, contact and concession are mutually
exclusi ve.

Thirdly we have the situation of conflict (Fi gu re 9 ( c )) , in
which two conceded events have either a common p re- condition or a
common post-condition.

As in the contact situ ation one might be

tempted to argue that since each event has concession, each should
be allowed to execute; as in the contact s ituation, we show that the
simul taneous firing of the two events would be an infringement of
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the extensionality axiom.

Thu s in (Fi gure 9 (c) (i)) for A and B to

occur s imultaneou s l y would not be th e same a s the s ituation defined
by (i) but rather an occurrence of an event C

f

A,B:

(ii) demonstrat es a s ituation in which two event s have a common
post-condition.

We may argue, similarl y , that a hypothetical firing

of both events concu rrently:

>

infring es the extensionality axiom, si nc e its corresponding change
of state corresponds rather to an oc currence of th e form

)

•
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This is immediately obvious when we consider production schemes,
where token s represent material objects which may be transferred
either one way or the other but not both.

Conflicts have to be

resolved, they cannot b e ignored.
The final situation of interest is that of confusion (Fi gure 9
(d)) .

As y ou can s ee, there are two types: a symmetrical and an

asymmetrical.

In the former, three events are invo lved all of

which have concession and two pairs of which, (e 1 , e2) and (e2, e3),
are in conflict .

I

e1 and e3 ar e not in conflict, however; they are

entirel y i ndependent and could , indeed, happen concurrently.

In a

situation of confusion it is possible that a conceded event may get
out of confl ict (i) or into conflict (ii) and retain concession.
This is p erhap s a lit tle abstract but there is a simple example the usual soluti on to the mutual exclusion problem - which I shall
s how you later and which does involve confusion.

(Figure 14) .

Axiom six (R elative indeterminism) suggests that in a confusion
situation i.nform a tion flow is not objective because in such a case

i t would be up t o the obs erver whether the occurr ence of a particular event constituted a conflict reso lution or not, that is to
say whether information flow had taken place at all.
Figure 9 ( d)( i ) e1 is in conflict with e2.

Thus, in

When e3 is execut ed,

e1 gets out of confl ict without either . itself or its 'confli ct
p artn er ' e2 having occurr ed ; has there been a flow of information
or no t?

This si tuation i s indeed confused and unfortunat ely it

c omes u p

~u ite fre~u ently .

We should think of confusion within the

context of axiom six a s follows: when we encounter such a situation

we may c onclud e that we have drawn the boundary betwe en the system
and its environm ent in an awkward manner and that we should draw

it s omewhere e l se in order to reduce confusion to mere conflict
resolution .

It follows that we really don't need to set up a theory

of confu si on - which would indeed be difficult to do.

It has, in

fact, been tried more than once and seems almost impossible.
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Having described the four basic ph enomena the theory of which
is the content of net theory on .the l evel of transition nets we now
go on to 190k at the subject of algebraic descriptions (Figure 10) 0

-1

+1

[J-~
-1

Figure 10
I~

the transition rul e , for place-transition nets, is formulated as

I have done earlier, then processes in nets may be desc rib ed by a
simpl e algebraic formalismo

Thi s means that what i s pos s ible i n

the theory of n et processes is very clear inde ed becau se the theory
of linear integer equations and inequalities suc h as the ones that
result from our algebraic formulation is old and well developed o
An algebraic des cription

of processes in net s may be achieved

in the following manner: to each state element assign a number s
denoting the number of tokens residing in it - thus in th e case in
which
1.

~

state element represent s a condition, s must be either 0 or

W, .' may also se t up the connectivity matrix, C, of the graph of

the det; in this matrix rows correspond to state elem~nts and
columns to transition el ements and
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C. . =
lJ

- 1 i f (p. ,t.)
1 J
1 if (p.,t.)
1.
J
otherwise c

Ez
EQ

(an arrow runs from p. to tj )
1.
( an arrow runs from t . to Pi )
J

°

Th e relation between the quantity changes of s , the number of
tokens , 'tokens (Pi) ', on each place . Pi and the number of occu rrences
'. occ ( t k ) ' of each event tk from the beginning to the end of any
proces s is given by the formula
Ils _ C.6t

wi t h

s

=

(t okens(P1 ) ' •••• , tokens(Pn»

t

=

(occ(t ) , •• . • , occ(tm»
1

the number of tokens having to be bounded between

° and some number

s.~,max which could be considered as the capacity of the i-th plac e,
si '

Wri tten in vector form:s

max

The equality (1) may seem familiar from physics and there i s,
i n fact, a defini te connecti on except that her e C is not a scal ar
(the v elocity of l ight) bu t a matrix who se el ements are 0, 1 or - 1 ,
and sand t are no t real numbers but integer vectors .

The entirety

of th e al ge braic descripti on is c ontained i n (1) and ( 2) ,
I would now l i ke t o go bac k to an example I gave earlier
(Fi gure 4) when I was explainjng t h e nature of the ' gameboard '.

We

cannot te ll ju st by looking at it what sort of thing can happen i n
the game, what meani ng i t mi ght have , to what use it might be put ,
what p roperties , algebraic or otherwise , t h e game on this net will
have if we give it the ini t i al marldng shown h ere (Figure 11> .
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Exampl e of a net mo rphism

Figure 11
(in set )
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Now we can map this net onto the smal l er net shown (Fi gur e 11 inset); the mapping might be indicated by drawing boxes or circular
figures round net elements which are mapped onto the same el ement
of the ,second net.

Thi s net is much simpl er than the original; i ts

conditions have only one input and output each.

The two tokens can

just wander around it like pointers of a clock and these two cl ocks
Or cyc l es are synchronised in such a way that no deadlock can take
plac e.

Now, if we go back from the second to the first net we can

attach a meaning to box A (Figure 11) namely that it can be regarded
as a switching el ement which computes the logical 'exclusive-or' of
the two inputs B1 and B2.

Resolution of the conflict between players

'a' and 'b' results in there being a token on either p3 or p4;
Thi s token distribution may be regarded as a bit; there is another
bit on (p5, pp) and these two are combined by 'A' in such a way that
(p7, pS) carries the exclusive-or of the input bits, while (p9, p10 )
reproduces the input bit on (p 5, p6).

Thi s latter fact means that

the construction has the special property that input can be recomputed
from output.

(If p9 is marked th en p5 must have been marked before

the exeuction of 'A') .
merely recombined .

Thus no information is gained or lost,

Th e input and output of information to the

system takes place only at the tim e of
associated with p1 and p2 .

resolu~bn

of the conflicts

The environment of the syst em would have

to have additional input s to a,b,c and d (Figure 11 , dotted line s );
the marking of these input place s would show the bits input to the
system from the outside.

Similarly, there are resolutions of reverse

conflict at e, f and g, h and in order that the information which
tells us that a token on p11 had come from p7 as opposed to pS (say)
is not 'lost to the universe' , the sys tem's environment would have
to have outputs from e and f (Figur e 11 , dotted lines ) so that the
bi t pattern on p7, pS can be reproduced .
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We have given in Figure 11 an exampl e of a net morphism.

In

gene r al a morphi sm must not disrupt the net and must preserve
di rection .
element~

In other words if we draw a box round a number of net

in order that the net be not di s rupted onl y transition

type elements in the box may be connected t o the out si de of it we cannot have som ething like this:-

- --',

I
I

I
I

I

L_

Axiom 0 infringed

-_._-----'

A corresponding rule applies when we co ll ect net el ement s in dotted
circles (that is , map them onto a state element) .

These rul es en su re

that the im age of a net under a net morphism is, mathematic ally
speaking, a net .
I would now li ke to introduce an application p robl em.
we have two systems A and B (Figur e 12) .

Suppose

Let us consider two simple

tasks of system coordination: firstly to sync hronise the two systems;
and secondly to effect t h e mutual exc lu sion of the condi tions 'a '
and
Al

1

bI

0

9

A2

cp

B2

Bl

B3

B4

a

A4

A3

Task 1 :

Synchronise A and B

Ta sk 2:

Effect mutual exclusion of a and b
Figure 12
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There are two parts to each task; the first i s that of description and the second is that of solution .

Thus, in the first task

we mu st specify exactl y what we mean by 'synchronise A and B'.
Thi s description might be s om ething like this: se l ect from each
system a transition element and imagine a pl ace connecting these
two, thus :r----, t

r- - - I
I

I

I

I

I

L

.__ ,J

__ _ _ .J

By synchronisation, I mean that this imaginary place would require
only a finit e capacity ( s, say ): t may fire at mo st s times more
than t ', for otherwise more than s tokens would accumulate on the
imaginary place, infringing the capacity restriction .

The smal l est

natural number s will be call ed t h e synchronic di stance between t

and t' - I s hall talk more about this l ater.
Th at , then is a description of the first task, what about the
s olution?

On e way of ac hieving synchronisation is by attaching to

the systems two state el ements of unlim ited capacity (Figur e 13a ) ;
A2

B2

A2

I
I

\

I
b

a

I

'--=--..ll f---'O

I
I
I
I

a

I
I

I

D

b I

I

..--l

B3

A3

b) Solution of task 1
( safe )

a ) Solut ion of task 1
(un safe )
Figure 13
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from th e poin t of Vlew of bas i c h a rdware considerations , this
solution i s con si dered unprobl emat i c and is, in fact , u se d .

Thi s

con s tru c t ion h a s t he property that i t is not safe, however .

If

the capacity bounds of these st a t e el ements are se t to equal one,
by defi n ing t h em t o be condi t i on s , f o r example , then there is the
po ssi bility of a c ontact s ituati on d eve loping

by firing A1 and A2 ,

B1 and B2 to put tokens on p 'l and p2 and then firing A3 , A4 and A1 ,
a ft e r wh ich A2 , with tokens on p1 a nd p3 , wi ll be in a contact
s i tuat i o n .

No'w, i n a sy s tem with t h e po s si bili ty of contac.t we

mu s t t ak e a c1 0se l ook a t the technic al impl ementation , and if in
thi s i mplemen tati on i t i s no t p ossible t o distingui sh b etween one
pul se and t wo pulses com i ng at t.h e s ame time, th e effects of which
ac cumul ate on t h e new pl a c es , t h en t h is lack of safene ss le ads to
a sys t em d eadlo c k .
Thl s s ol u ti on , the n , is un saf e and may be u se d only if t h e
t e chn i c al

J.im .l tati ons for t h e du rati on of these proc esses and

holdi ngs of states are known .
Th ere is a safe s oluti on to t h is task: (Figure 13b) I won't go
into detal l s about t he fir i ng b ehavi our of this sys tem except to
po i nt ou t t h at t he s ynchroni c distan ce b e tween A2 and B2 is two :
they may fi r e c oncurrently.
We now p roceed to t h e second of t h e two tasks, that of effecting
mu t ual exc lu sio n of t he s t a t es ' a' and ' b ', and as in the first
cas e we b egin wi th a de s cription of th e task ; 'a' and 'b' are in
mutu a l ex cl u s i on if an imagi nary tran si t i on connecting them, thus

C)------>a:J<
i s al ways d ead ( c an neve r ha v e concess ion ) .
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p3

~~I-------~------~~~~------(
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A

.

.,

p4

a

b

B

L-~~-----~--------IL-~I------~
Solution of task 2 (with confusion)
Figure 14
A solution to this problem is shown in Fi gure 14; there i s the
introduction of an additional piece of net with a conflict at p4.
Thi s is the way the problem i.s usually solved.

Unfortunately this

system has the possibil i ty of c onfu sion ; after A1 and B1 have fired,
for instance, places p3 , p 4 and p 5 will all be marked giving a Ca se
of symmetrical confusion (c~Figure 9) .
to be said about the system .

Thus something more needs

We have a solution , but a so lution

in which the boundary between the system and its environment has
been ineptly drawn and in which it is not possible to trace information flow; if the .net of this solution is .regarded as a system then
information flow through the system ts not objective .
clear what goes on in it .

But it is

If pJ , p4 and p5 are all marked then it

would depend on the environment (on chance , as it is often rashly
formulated) whether A2 or B2 is executed first; they cannot occur
con curr ently by t h e extensionali ty axiom .

After the critical section

has b een passed , a token will appear on p6 and then, via a firing of

C, reappear on p4

allowing the composite system to continue operating

indefinitely, possibly without any occurrence of B2 , or of A2.
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In order to talk more generally about the techniques we used
in the description of the two tasks I have just been talking about,
we must look at the main classes of T-elements of level-two nets .
There are three types of transitional forms on this level: transitional forms which are such that a player can reside in them and
make moves, transitional forms such that a player may reside in them
but may never make a move and transitional forms in which no player
may reside.

That these three classes are exhaustive is a theorem in

n et theory on this level .

b

Figure 15

c

Consider the transition T of Figure 15 .

If this is a transitional

form of the first kind (a process) , then at some time ' a' and 'b' may
hold and an Occurrence of t causes the holding of 'a' and 'b' to be
replaced by the holding of 'c' , 'd' and 'e' ,Process : aAb is replaced by cAdAe '
If t is a transitional form of the second type, then in all cases
either t does not have all its inputs marked or is in contact.

We

could r efer to t in this situation as a dead transition , but I would
rather sp eak of it as a fact ; this transitional form represents
precisely a logical fact about the marking class of the whole net;
that is, about everything which can be the case in the net .

It

represents the following proposition which holds in all cases:-·
Fact: aAb implies cVdVe
Thi s proposi tion says precisely that t never h as concession.
to have concession, we must have the following
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aA bl\,ct\--,dI\, e

Thus 1 that t has never concession is equi.valent to

which is, of course, logical.Ly equivalent to the above implication .
In our description of the mutual exclusion problem we defined
'a' and 'b' to be mutually exclusive if a transition introduced into
the net having both 'a ' and 'b ' as inputs were a fact (namely , that
in all cases , - ,aV"-lb holds) ,
A violation

j

s a transitional form in which no player s hould

be allowed to reside .

Unlike a fact, a violation would sometimes

have concession , but it should not be allo1fed to fire as this would
lead to a non-case , an example of a non- case would be a single object
being i n two states at the same time .
As I have said , there is a theorem about transitional forms on
thi s level which says that the c.l.ass of all T-elements consists of
process es , facts and violations .

How is this s hown?

Imagine we

have the full class of all possible markings of some initially
marked net (I shall not say how this class is constructed; we only
need the concept here) .

A

~

is a maximal set of concurrently

holding conditions and nothing else .

Now, if we have su ch a marking

class C we can tell for every :QossiJ2.!§!. transi tional form which 1fe
can attach to the conditions shown in the net (in every po ssible way)
whether this transitional form may carry c ases to cases by substitution ,- call the class of such transitions CC - or whethe r it may
carry cases to non,-cases - these trans itions consti.tute the class CN.
We can defi.ne processes as those transitional forms belonging to CC
and violations as those belonging to CN - CC.

The theorem states

that all other transitional forms are facts: facts ~ T - (CN lJ CC) .
Well , this complete set of transitional forms which can be attached

.

yields a cel·tai n super-net of the given net ; and the super-net ,
together with the natural classification of its T-elements , is called
the enlo . ic structure of the original net .
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We call it this because

Expans ion Rule:
If precond(A)

C

precond(B)

and po s tcond(A) C postcond(B)
and A is a fact, then B is a
fact.

o
"bridg e "

VO

o

0
Resolution Rule:

A and B are facts ~ C i s a fact ( see text)

Fi. gure 1 6
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we can us e it to deduce from the net axioms alone , without u si ng
theorems from logic , theo rem s such as the following: any transitional
fo rm whose set of preconditions ( respectivel y postconditions) i s
contained within t h e set of precondi t ion s ( respective l y postconditions)
of s om e given fact wi ll also b e a fact .
r ul e .

Thi s is called the expan si on

Another such theorem says that if we have a ' bridge' b etween

two fact s then we may deduce that t h e transitional form having the
same inputs and outputs as the two facts taken together, except for
the state element constituting the ' bridge ', will also be a fact .
We call thi s the resolution r ul e .

I

I t is known that t h e expansion

and reso lution r ul es are dedu ctively complete .

Thus we have here a

form of propositional logic , in the guise of operations on net s, but
which i s applicable not only to the ideali se d p ro duct of s tatic
lo gical stru ctu re and tim e whic h I mentioned earlier as the suppo sed
basi s of algo rithms but also to si t uations in which conditi ons are
subj ect to c oncurrent , no t necessarily seguentially controlled change .
Adequate logi cal char acteri sation of such situations requi res a lo gic
of change whi ch countenances a non-transitive (non-i deali se d)
concurrency .

We co uld use this s imple calculus of facts to teach

lo gic - and in fact this has been done .

(Note that this under standing

of logic is based u p on the understanding of the "transition" rul e of
the token game ~ lon e ) .
To return t o the u se of l eve l-two elements for spec ification :
tran s itiona l forms classify into pro cesses , facts and violations ,
(wi th many i mpo r t ant subclasses not d escribe d here) and the enti ret y
of state element form s are plac es with capacities of various siz e s from zero to infinity.

Now fo r specification purposes we can see that

place s with capacity equal to zero d enot e coi ncidence between events ,
that those of capacity one denote c onditions and that those of cap aci ty
n d enote the synchroni c di s tanc e n .

For exampl e, the i.nput and output

events of a buffer of capacity n have sync h ro nic distance n .
u se these concepts

We can

as be fore when describing tasks of synch roni s ing

two exampl e systems , and of ef f ec ting mutual exclusion between states
in them - t o preci se ly define properties of the system by attaching
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Basic uses of Level 2 Elements for Specification
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elements with specific properties to the system.

In Figure 17,

for example, we can specify the mutual exclusion of states 1 and 2
by appending fact 1 ; coincidence between transitions 2 and 3 using
state 3; we can specify the safety of the net, the absence of a
contact situation, by specifying, using a fact, that certain states
can never be marked simultaneou s ly ( as , for example, states fou r
and five and transition 4 ) ; we can specify concurrency or synchronicity in the u sual sense by defining the capacity of an adjoined
state element (as in the case of state 6 ) to be two; we can specify
that processes five and six are alternating by defining the cap acity
of state seven to be one ; we can specify that the process consisting
of the two partial p rocesses six and seven is uninterruptable by
appending vio l ation symbo l eight; we can specify liveness in that
area of t h e net, and likewi se in all cyc le s , by appending s tate
e l ement ei ght with infinite capacity; we can specify a bsence of
po ss ible conflict by adjoining fact nine .

Finally we can specify

that this system, if regarded as a flow diagram for exampl e , ha s no
other entry except the entry shown at state element 9 , by adjoining
a violation symbol here, pointing

~
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state element 9 .
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